No agency likes to lose its biggest account. Sometimes it knocks the stuffing out of an agency
– it declines, sells, or folds. Remember Bell Pottinger?
But we’ve also seen cases where a big setback actually energises an agency. The team pulls
together, the agency becomes hungrier for new business, it begins to question outdated
practices and ways of working.
The pandemic is similar. Not just for one agency, but the whole agency sector.
Negative trends have been accelerated. Asset strippers are moving into the agency holdings.
Will Publicis buy Havas or will Havas buy Publicis? Will PE buy IPG? Firms whose principal
business is management consulting or technology, buy the top creative talent, faster than the
Government of Abu Dhabi can buy Neymar, Mbappe and Messi. And all the while, clients
continue to in-house more and more agency services.
The Network Holding Companies are whistling in the dark: last week Omnicom announced
year on year quarterly organic revenue growth of over 11.5%, but the markets were not
impressed. Last year their revenue had declined by the same amount, so over two years, they
had zero growth. Their stock price fell almost 8 per cent since the announcement, knocking
well over a billion dollars off their market cap.
Despite vaccines, lockdowns, masks and better treatments, the pandemic is still a crisis.
But out of a crisis – there also comes opportunity.
Independent agencies are well placed to capitalise. Clients are spending again – they must
invest, to rebuild lost sales. Clients are looking for new solutions, new ideas, new uses for
technology and data, more agility from their professional services providers – all of which
means opportunity for agencies – and especially, for independents.

We have been forced to modernise our ways of working. We have the Cloud, instead of that
big old server cupboard and those filing cabinets stuffed with paper.
We have Zoom! – and Teams, Hopin and Slack - and if life all gets a bit too serious, we have
TikTok.
But ultimately, agencies are not driven by technology. They are driven by people. 60% of the
revenue of every agency listening on this call, goes on people costs.
And people’s lives – expectations and demands – are changing.
We are the lucky ones.
Today’s social divide is between people who NEED to work “in person” – nurses, hospitality
workers, delivery drivers and cleaners, these are the new working classes, cynically rechristened by politicians as “essential workers” or “key workers,” to make them feel better;
and the professional classes – lawyers, accountants, Admen and public relations consultants,
who can choose whether to work in person, or at home, or remotely from Portugal and
Barbados.

We are the fortunate ones, because we can choose.
But choice can also be a curse. Laurence Olivier, the world’s greatest Shakespearean actor
defined Hamlet, Shakespeare’s greatest play, as “the tragedy of a man who could not make
up his mind.”
To be, or not to be?
To return to the office, or not to return to the office?
That is the question.
If we, as agency leaders, don’t make that choice, other people will make it for us.

Our clients, for example.
At the beginning of the pandemic, many clients who kept their own staff in their offices,
excluded external people from visiting. Out of sight, out of mind: there is little doubt, that this
accelerated the progress of in-housing.
Sometimes this helps agencies. Agencies asked to pitch virtually, no longer have many of the
non-recoverable travel and presentation costs traditionally associated with a competitive
review.
On the other hand, last week I heard from an agency in Paris that their Swiss clients had asked
for a reduction in fees, because they could see on their Teams calls, that the agency was saving
money, by having their people work remotely. They asked directly for a 10% hourly rate
reduction for people working from home.
Yes, you read that right. People working from home are worth less. This is an idea that has
history.
Back in the 19th century, in industrialised nations like Great Britain, people who had to work
from home (usually women, but also men) were not trusted to work continuously. So they
were offered “piecework” – a shilling perhaps, for sewing a hundred gloves. And next year? A
shilling, for two hundred gloves. Home workers have no trade unions.
If you want to work at home, be careful what you wish for.
I already heard of an agency in Germany, who has ‘let go’ the 10% of its staff who did not
prove to be “trustworthy” when working from home. And we hear of many more, preaching
the importance of KPI’s and other performance metrics for home workers. Those people
leading the Great Resignation in the US, asking for more money to come into the office, should
think carefully. As Mark Read said so nicely, ‘If you want your own office, work from home.”
Was that a threat or a promise?

There are arguments either way.

Behavioural science has long shown that people working in the same physical space
collaborate better, and people working at home focus better.
But where are they overall, more productive?
Recently, a major study was led by the University of Chicago’s Booth School, among 10,000
professional workers in a large Korean company, who had moved from office to home
working. Output increased by 10%. This was achieved, because the employees voluntarily
spent 20% more time doing their work. Is this a productivity increase or not?
It depends on your point of view.
Zeno and Edelman recently surveyed a large-ish sample of PR firms and found that (from
memory!) 90% of bosses favoured a return to the office, while 90% of regular employees
favoured more home working.
Alice Enders, Research Director of Enders Analysis, has suggested that countries where
companies and authorities are more often mandating a return to office work, like the US and
China, are more authority-driven cultures; whereas European firms who are tending to offer
more choice to their staff, tend to come from more ‘consensual’ cultures.

As ever, beware the one-size-fits-all global approach! As Neil Davidson, Deltek’s VP of Europe
put it, ‘One in three of my employees will walk, if asked to return to the office full time.’

We have to make those decisions clearly, and present the rationale very carefully. Reality and
perception are equally important – as communications professionals, we know that.
We have to think smart, and watch for new trends.
New trends
We at thenetworkone are offering our office for rent through a new company called Three
Plus Two, set up to facilitate office shares by two companies, who each only want their people
in the office two or three days a week. Like us.
We are intrigued by new companies like Vicoland, a German firm that creates multi-country
virtual companies (ViCo’s) from freelancers, sorts out all the technology, tax and legal issues
and offers their services to corporate clients, on very flexible terms, at very competitive rates.
But here is our biggest problem of all. And it’s a new problem, we hear reported from agencies
all over the world.
Agencies are in a talent crunch.
We let people go. We furloughed them. We asked senior people for salary sacrifices. We got
loans from Governments, to pay the salaries of our people who weren’t working, because at
the beginning, clients were paralysed by understandable fear and indecision and cancelling
marketing and communications budgets.
Now the clients are back, we want our people back.
But they’ve gone!
It’s estimated that 10 to 15% of agency people have left the agency business altogether, and
many more are seeking new jobs. ‘The Great Resignation’ is not limited to the USA.
So why is this?
Agencies have long been tough places to work – long hours and low job security.
But they used to be fun places to work: lively and sociable people, smart fashionable offices,
meals out, parties.
But what if all that gets stripped away, leaving only low salaries, long hours and the isolation
of working alone?
We spoke to a PR firm in Glasgow recently, who told us that more than 20% of their employees
were suffering from mental health problems.

And the CEO of a martech company in London, recruiting for developers, who told us that the
great majority of applications he receives, now specify at the top of their resumes that they
will not even consider in-office work.
And a Dutch consultant, who told us that more and more people in communications agencies
are fleeing to the relative security of “the Client side.”

The Clients are back.
It’s not yet fully apparent, but we can already see that – like the decorated hero who had “a
good war” a hundred years ago - our Clients have had a good pandemic, professionally
speaking. Both PR professionals, and marketers.
PR Professionals have the ear of the CEO, because the company’s policy on sustainability and
work-life balance not only influences their customers, it determines their ability to attract and
retain good people, and survive the talent crunch. As Mark Read put it at the Caples Awards,
“I’m not worried about the economy, I’m worried about keeping our best people.”
Marketing professionals have the ear of the entire Board, because unlike the finance people
who tell you what happened yesterday, and the sales people who tell you what’s happening
today, the CMO and her team proved to be the only people who could tell the Board what
would happen tomorrow.
Clients will still want agencies, because they will still need external perspective. But they will
want small, agile, fast responders.
What they will absolutely not want, is the old WPP growth strategy of agencies trying to
replace the client’s people with their own. However sharp and creative they are, they are
always struggling by being 30 minutes away from the thick of the reputational battle.
Data may be the new oil, but third party data is the commoditised stuff you use for container
ships, whereas first party data is what goes in the tanks of SpaceX and Virgin Galactica.

And first party data isn’t in the agency people’s offices, or their apartments, - it’s in the client’s
office.
So that’s today. What about tomorrow?
Right now, we who are agonising over remote versus in-office working, probably aren’t too
pre-occupied with what’s coming down the road.
Maybe things will get incrementally better. Maybe WFH will help solve the climate crisis by
avoiding long commutes to work. Maybe it will help solved the next unspoken DE&I issue, the
plight of disabled people trying to get a normal job.
Or maybe the return to WIO, with workers demanding an end to those same long commutes,
choosing to relocate to suburbs and greener, fresher, ’15 minute’ cities (like in Germany)
rather than the giant slums of the 20-million plus cities in the Global South.
But the real elephant who will be in the room is only just down the corridor. The world is
going to change a lot more than we think.
So instead of our western debates, let’s leave the last word to observations from two of the
smartest people I’ve heard recently. They are both Asians.
One came from Kai-Fu Lee, CEO and Founder of Sinovations (the name says it all!): he’s
interested in WIO vs WFH, but places those modish TLA’s as stops on a continuum which
moves on through BPO (Business Process Outsourcing) to RPA (Robotic Process Automation).
Sure, Asian-owned IBM gets PR points for being the only computer company manufacturing
in the USA, but how many live human people do their factories employ?

The other came from Dr Garima Sahai, a graduate of the University of Delhi now working at
Cambridge University on a mega-study entitled “Youth and Work in the Global South”. Dr
Sahai reports the World Bank forecast, that of the 1 billion young people who will enter the
global labour market in the next ten years, only 400 million of them are likely to find formal
employment. As she puts it, “The future of work will be driven more by demography than
technology.”

But as a believer that the Humanities have a place alongside the STEM subjects, I would like
to leave the very last word with the poet Percy Bysshe Shelley, writing at the dawn of the
nineteenth century:
“The rich have become richer and the poor have become poorer; and the vessel of the state
is driven between the Scylla and Charybdis of anarchy and despotism.”
Looking around you, do you recognise this picture?
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